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Abstract: In the current scenario of people's health, lung cancer is the principal cause of cancer-related losses, and its death rates are 

steadily rising. In any event, radiologists are understaffed and under pressure to work overtime, making it difficult to appropriately 

assess the increasing volume of image data. Consequently, several researchers have developed automated techniques for quickly and 

accurately predicting the development of cancer cells using medical imaging and machine learning techniques. As advances in 

computer-aided systems have been made, deep learning techniques have been thoroughly investigated to aid in understanding the 

results of computer-aided diagnosis (CADx) and computer-aided detection (CADe) in computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI), and X-ray for the identification of lung cancer. To provide a thorough review of the deep learning methods created for 

lung cancer diagnosis and detection, this study is being done. This study presents an overview of deep learning (DL) and machine 

learning (ML) approaches for applications centered on lung cancer diagnosis and the advancements of the methods being studied. This 

study focuses on segmentation and classification, which are the two primary deep learning methods for lung cancer detection and 

screening. The benefits and drawbacks of the deep learning models that are currently in use will also be covered. DL technologies can 

deliver accurate and efficient computer-assisted lung tumor detection and diagnosis, as shown by the subsequent analysis of the scan 

data. This study ends with a description of potential future studies that might enhance the use of deep learning to the creation of 

computer-assisted lung cancer detection systems. 

. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Every year, 2.20 million people are affected by lung 

cancer [1], and 75% of those patients pass away from the 

illness within five years after receiving a diagnosis [2]. 

Cancer treatment is becoming more and more difficult due 

to high intra-tumor heterogeneity (ITH) and intelligent 

cancer cells that develop drug resistance [3]. In the last 

several decades, significant technical improvements in 

cancer research have made feasible many large-scale joint 

endeavours. Various medical, therapeutic imagery, and 

sequencing archives have been developed by these 

systems [4]. These databases make it easier for researchers 

to look at the patterns of lung cancer, including how the 

disease is diagnosed, treated, and responds to clinical 

results [5]. Specifically, recent research on -omics 

analysis, including transcriptomics, proteomics, 

metabolomics, and genomes, has increased the research 

tools and capacities. Clinical tasks involving diverse and 

high-dimensional types of information still require a great 

deal of time and expertise, even with the help of dimension 

reduction techniques like matrix and tensor factorizations, 

and researchers face a great deal of difficulty in analyzing 

the rapidly growing databases associated with cancer [6]. 
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The earlier cancer diagnosis with higher accuracy 

can direct to appropriate and effective treatment, which 

may also increase human life [7]. Irrespective of the 

medical elements, medical specialists are needed to 

evaluate the medical data about the disease diagnosis. It is 

more common for medical experts make have dispersed 

opinions because of the intricacy of the medical data. 

Hence, there is a need for an intellectual and automated 

diagnosis model in the field of health or clinical diagnosis. 

In recent times, the emergence of Machine Learning (ML) 

and Deep Learning (DL) has helped in evaluating and 

interpreting medical images to accurately diagnose 

diseases [8]. The development of computer-aided 

diagnosis models in the field of disease analysis is 

exceedingly challenging, and more research is needed to 

process many kinds of complicated disease diagnoses. The 

recent growth of DL technology has used computer-aided 

models for automated analysis of the visual features of 

diseases [9], which causes the effective employment of 

several medical image processing models [10]. The two 

main types of lung cancer are given as follows,  

i. Small Cell Lung Cancer (SCLC) 

ii. Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) 

 This work intends to comprehensively analyse 

the ML and DL methodologies used for lung cancer 

diagnosis and classification. Furthermore, the paper 

compares the effectiveness of many diagnosis models 

using dataset images. This paper also emphasizes the 

requirement for reliable and effective models for CT-

oriented automated diagnostic models. An interesting 

solution for enhancing the accuracy of lung cancer 

diagnosis in an automated and precise manner is also 

discussed in this work. As mentioned, the benefits and 

limitations of several existing models are presented in this 

paper, including recommendations for further research.  

A Paper Contributions 

The significant paper impacts are stated as results. 

i. The paper presents a clear analysis of how ML 

and DL are used to diagnose lung cancer using 

medical data. 

ii. Briefing the methodologies for lung tumor 

diagnosis and classification 

iii. Comparative analysis of the various learning 

model’s results and effectiveness. 

iv. Summarizing the limitations of the current 

models and suggesting some potential ideas for 

enhancing the detection accuracy. 

The article's structure is given as follows: Section 2 

describes and compares the various ML and DL models 

for lung cancer diagnosis, processing the different medical 

data inputs. Section 3 explains the available datasets for 

disease diagnosis. The shortcomings of the existing 

disease diagnosis models are discussed in Section 4. The 

assumption and ideas for upcoming enhancements are set 

in Section 5 

2. MACHINE LEARNING CONTRIBUTIONS ON 

EARLIER DISEASE DIAGNOSIS USING MEDICAL DATA: 

Earlier detection of cancer disease is a significant 

process for dipping the demise rate of people due to 

cancer. For evaluations, low dose computed tomography 

(CT) images are used. Moreover, CAD-based diagnosis 

models are modelled to improve the results of diagnosis 

that help medical specialists in medical data processing 

and analysis [11]. The model is reflected as an important 

tool for medical practitioners to discuss and provide 

second opinions that may change the patient's life [12].  

The traditional computed aided model based on 

the extracted image features is given in three levels,  

i. Nodule Segmentations 

ii. Feature Extraction and Selections 

iii. Classification 

A method that uses the textural features of some 

specific nodules from the image inputs, combined with the 

patients' medical history, is used for training the ML 

model. The classifier can be a linear discriminant analysis 

(LDA) [13] and logistic regression (LR) [14], which are 

used for detecting the malignancy probability. The nodule 

Size, nodule type, position, count, and border are some of 

the nodule measures provided by CT scans; however, they 

are sometimes subjective and may not provide a thorough 

enough image to identify malignant nodules. Researchers 

are investigating methods to use DL techniques, such as 

convolutional neural networks (CNNs), to decrease the 

frequency of false positives and the running time of CAD 

systems, while simultaneously increasing the accuracy of 

lung tumor identification. [15,16]. These models usually 

have three stages: detecting and segmenting nodules, 

extracting features from nodules, and inferring clinical 

judgment [8]. Different from feature-based CAD systems, 

DL-based CAD systems may properly describe the 3D 

structure of a suspicious nodule by autonomously 

recovering and extracting intrinsic properties [9]. 

To extract three 2D-view feature vectors of the nodule 

from CT scans. The authors in [10] used OverFeat to build 

a model [11]. All nodules detected by CT scans may now 

be thoroughly investigated with the help of the newly 

integrated CNN models.  

The authors [12] developed a complementary 

CNN framework in which nodule segmentation is 

employed using a spherical harmonic process [13] and 

feature extraction along with texture differentiation is 

done with a Deep Convolution Neural Network (DCNN) 

[14]. Further, the classification operations are processed 

with downstream classifications established on the shape 

and appearance of the medical image. Similarly, the work 

in [15] utilized ensemble-based classification for disease 

diagnosis. The models 2D-ResNet50 [16] and 3D-
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Inception-V1 [17] are involved in the process of 

classification that performs feature extraction of 

pulmonary nodules and integrates those features to 

provide input for the classifications.  

Considerably, some research works utilized CNN 

models to make final clinical decisions, which is crucial 

for the treatment process. An end-to-end disease diagnosis 

model has been discussed in [18], which performs 

localization and risk classification of lung cancer. The 

model combined the following three CNN models,  

i. Mask-RCNN [19] for lung nodule 

segmentation. 

ii. Modified RetinaNet [20] for RoI detection  

iii. 3D inflated Inception- V1 [21], defines the 

risk rate based on malignancy.  

On the other hand, like CT images, the NN 

models are commonly utilized for lung cancer diagnosis 

using histological images as inputs. The histological 

images provide more data about the cellular levels of 

cancer tissues than the CT images. Concerning that, the 

author in [22] employed Micro-Net [23] for detecting the 

cancer tissue contours and the classifications are done with 

SC-CNN [24].  

A different study [25] classified H&E-stained 

histopathological whole-slide images into normal tissue, 

LUAD, and LUSC using the Inception-V3 network. The 

model's ability to identify somatic mutations in many lung 

cancer driver genes, including STK11, EGFR, FAT1, 

SETBP1, KRAS, and TP53, in each tissue is a significant 

contribution to this study. It is significant to note that 

several researchers have used transfer learning to improve 

the efficacy and robustness of their training of new models 

due to the dataset’s complex structure and substantial 

resource requirements. Although ML techniques are 

already widely used in computer-aided design (CAD), the 

primary barrier is the limited number of annotated images. 

Overfitting may happen when a complex CNN model is 

trained using a few training sets.  

Generative adversarial network (GAN)-based 

models are used recently to generate fake images 

to improve discriminative classifier performance [26]. 

Artificial lung nodule CT images were originally 

generated using a deep convolutional GAN (DCGAN) 

framework [27]. GAN models have been combined with 

other CNN models in recent research to tackle the 

challenge of overfitting in the category of lung cancer. The 

authors [28] used a two-step method: an AlexNet was used 

to identify lung cancer using both actual and fake datasets, 

and a DCGAN was utilized to create artificial images of 

the disease. In the work [29] comparable investigations 

were carried out. DCGAN was also used for data 

augmentation. Further, the authors have created the VGG-

DF transfer learning model, which is regularization-

enhanced, to improve performance to tackle the overfitting 

problem that occurs when using pre-trained models. 

A. Lung Cancer Diagnosis with Medical Imaging: 

CT scans use the basic principle of X-ray 

absorption to image internal organs. A computer's analysis 

of the X-ray attenuation data results in cross-sectional 

body images, which may be further processed to create 

three-dimensional views. When assessed to further 

medical imagery methods, CT imaging offers several 

benefits. One of them is its non-invasiveness since it 

doesn't involve any invasive procedures or incisions. CT 

scanning is a quick procedure as it requires minimal time 

for processing. Additionally, a CT scan provides 

healthcare professionals with highly detailed images from 

within the body, uncovering abnormalities that may go 

unnoticed with traditional imaging techniques. CT 

imaging does have some drawbacks, however, such the 

use of ionizing emission, which may ultimately raise the 

risk of cancer. As a result, it needs sufficient radiation 

shielding and ought to be used sparingly. Furthermore, 

anomalies seen in a condition known as a syndrome may 

not be abnormal, and good results from CT scans may still 

occur. This might result in pointless, costly, and perhaps 

dangerous medical tests and procedures. 

DL techniques have enhanced the detection of 

lung cancer through CT imaging. DL utilizes multi-

layered networks to uncover information from vast 

quantities of data. Conventional machine-learning 

algorithms cannot comprehend the relationships and 

patterns in data that these networks can recognize. It is 

possible to enhance DL algorithms to automatically 

recognize nodules, cancers, and lesions from CT images. 

They may also be used to divide the imageries into several 

structural areas, like the liver, lungs, and brain. This might 

make it easier for medical practitioners to identify 

abnormalities in specific bodily sections. There are several 

advantages to analyzing CT scans using DL. DL 

algorithms may be trained on vast volumes of data, and 

they are able to adapt to various input data sources, 

including CT scans with differing contrast, noise, and 

resolution levels. Additionally, they can interpret images 

instantly, which might improve the diagnostic process' 

effectiveness. DL algorithms increase the precision and 

consistency of CT imaging analysis, which may help 

reduce the likelihood of inaccurate findings, such as false 

positives and false negatives. 

Many difficulties exist in applying DL to process 

CT images. Obtaining sufficient data for medical imaging 

applications is a major challenge as large, high-quality 

datasets are essential for training DL algorithms. It is 

essential to accurately tag and describe these datasets to 

ensure that algorithms correctly recognize important 

characteristics and trends. Understanding DL algorithms 

can be challenging because of their intricate nature. To 

address the challenges associated with using DL 

techniques in clinical settings and to fully evaluate the 
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effectiveness and safety of these approaches for CT image 

interpretation, a thorough evaluation is necessary.  

Automation techniques in computer-aided 

diagnosis (CAD) may be used to diagnose a variety of 

ailments. With this method, symptoms will be divided, 

predicted, identified, and classified using software. The 

existence and severity of illnesses will then be inferred. 

The paper’s main aim is to examine CAD techniques used 

to reveal cancer lumps in lung CT images. Lung cancer 

nodules are usually easier to see using a CT scan, 

especially if they are larger and indicate a more advanced 

stage of the disease. Finding the nodules as soon as 

possible is crucial, however, since they are often little until 

a patient gets a lung tumour the extent of a golf ball. Figure 

1 illustrates the medical imaging methods used to identify 

lung cancer. 

. 

 
Figure 1. Inputs for Lung Cancer Diagnosis 

Convolutional neural networks, or CNNs, are a specific 

kind of neural network that do very well in picture 

classification. A CNN filter emulates the function of a 

neuron by using a collection of receptive fields to examine 

certain areas of an image. Most of the neurons are grouped 

in hierarchical layers, where the lower layers can identify 

more complicated patterns because their receptive fields 

are bigger than those of the upper levels. CNNs may 

alternatively be seen as many layers as possible of 

moveable windows that move over an image, like tiny 

neural networks. CNNs' capacity to recognize patterns 

independent of their location is one of its advantages. The 

term "invariance of location" describes this. Sliding 

windows are used to facilitate the filter's ability to detect 

patterns in pictures.  

Because of its hierarchical nature, CNNs also 

have the benefit of automatically identifying more 

complicated patterns. The lower layers can recognize 

shapes and limits, the middle layers are able to discern 

details like these, and the upper layers are able to 

recognize the general forms of objects. Instead of dealing 

with individual slices of 2D images from the CT scan, 

CNNs can be configured to work with 3D images. Instead 

of a sliding pane, a sliding cube can be used to build 3D 

CNNs that capture features at each iteration while 

traversing three dimensions. A compilation of the uses, 

advantages, and disadvantages of several lung imaging 

methodology is depicted in Table 1. 

 
TABLE I. Uses, Pros and Cons of Medical Imaging Techniques 

Medical 

Imaging 

Applications Pros Cons 

x-Ray Used for Lung 
Cancer initial 

screening, 

Detecting Rib 
Fractures and 

Pneumonia 

screening 

Fast, Cost-
effective, 

and easily 

accessible 

Minimal rates of 
accuracy, and 

chances of 

missing earlier 
diagnosis 

CT Imaging Diagnosis and 

screening of 

lung cancer 
pre and post-

surgery and 

diagnosis of 
pulmonary 

embolism 

Aiding the 

analysis of 

lung 
nodules and 

earlier 

disease 
diagnosis 

Higher cost and 

Higher dose of 

radiation 

Magnetic 
Resonance 

Imaging (MRI) 

Measuring 
lung functions 

and lung 

cancer 
invasions 

Minimal 
radiation 

exposure 

and result 
accuracy 

Longer time, 
higher cost and 

less accessible 

Ultrasound 

Imaging 

Evaluating 

diaphragm 

performance, 

detecting 

pleural 

effusions 

No 

radiations 

and Non-

invasive 

Limitations in 

scanning lungs 

and operator-

dependent 

Position 

Emission 

Tomography- 
Computed 

Tomography 

(PET-CT) 

Evaluating 

lung cancer 

stages, 
monitoring the 

post-treatment 

effects and 
detecting 

cancer 

reoccurrence 

Higher rate 

of 

sensitivity 
and 

accuracy 

This may cause 

higher rate of 

false positives 
because of 

inflammations, 

Longer time, 
higher cost, 

higher 

radiations and 
less accessible 

 

CT scans are frequently utilized for lung cancer 

detection because they provide in-depth lung images. DL 

models can detect the affected nodules in CT scans by 

examining the sizes, shapes, surface characteristics, and 

brightness levels. 3D CT scans present an additional 

widespread view of lung capacity associated to 2D CT 

images by providing a complete visualization of the lungs.  

DL is a kind of ML that makes use of complex multi-

layered networks to extract important characteristics from 

large datasets. These networks may uncover intricate 

relationships and patterns from data that conventional 

machine-learning approaches cannot comprehend. As 

seen in Figure 2, because to its ability to effectively learn 

complex characteristics from a range of medical image 

components, including 2D, 3D, low-dose, and MR images, 

DL or ML algorithms are becoming more and more 

popular for the identification of lung cancer.  

CT scans are frequently employed to identify lung cancer 

because they provide accurate pictures of the lungs. Using 

CT image analysis to examine the nodules' sizes, shapes, 
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grains, and powers, DL algorithms may identify the 

impacted areas. Due to its ability to give comprehensive 

imaging, 3D CT scans, as opposed to 2D CT scans, allow 

for a more complete examination of lung capacity. DL 

algorithms have been used in several studies to accurately 

identify nodules and other anomalies from 3D CT images. 

It is ideal to utilize image augmentation, denoising, and 

low-dose CT technologies to minimize radiation exposure 

during lung cancer screening. MRIs are more capable of 

revealing information about blood circulation and tissue 

density than CT images. 

DL systems can evaluate MR images to identify 

lumps and other defects based on their unique 

characteristics. To enhance image characteristic and 

minimize noise, filtering methods like Gaussian and 

Median filtering are commonly used for preprocessing 

incoming images. In cases of lung cancer, candidate 

detection involves identifying suspicious areas in the 

image to identify potential nodules or masses. Prospective 

candidates may be found using a variety of DL techniques, 

such as sliding window approaches and region proposal 

networks. 

 

B. Computer-Aided Lung Cancer Diagnosis from CT 

Medical Images 

Extensive research has been conducted on DL algorithms 

for diagnosing lung tumors using CT scans. CT images 

frequently show varying image attenuation patterns for 

scans of healthy and sick individuals. Segmenting the 

lungs involves techniques such as numerical methods, 

gray-level thresholding, and shape-based approaches to 

separate them from surrounding tissues in a 

straightforward manner. Some authors introduced a 

method for segmenting the chest region using automated, 

knowledge-based technology in their study published in 

[30]. The required inputs for this method include the 

estimated size, form, position, and X-ray absorption of 

organs. Brown et al. developed an automated 

segmentation technique with expertise in [31] to obtain 

important data from the CT image data. They 

automatically generated unintended rateable evaluations 

of individual lung performance that can't be obtained 

through traditional pulmonary function testing. 

Additionally, the research in [32] created a fully 

automated technique for segmenting lungs from three-

dimensional pulmonary X-ray data. When comparing the 

root mean square accuracy between the machine and the 

human evaluation of the recommended technique using 3-

D CT data from eight healthy participants, a disparity of 

0.8 pixels was found. 

 

 
Figure 2. Structure of Procedures in Lung Cancer Diagnosis 

By using two sets of classification requirements 

about size, circularity, and position data together with a 

pixel-value cutoff applied on a slice-by-slice basis, the 

study in reference [33] presented a completely automated 

approach for segmenting lungs. They achieved 94.0% 

segmentation accuracy using 2969 thick slice pictures and 

97.6% segmentation accuracy using 1161 thin slice 

images in a test with 101 CT patients. Furthermore, an 

anisotropic filtering approach and a wavelet transform-

based interpolation technique were suggested for 

segmenting and displaying lung volumes in the study in 

[34]. The effectiveness and reliability of the suggested 

strategy were shown using percentage increases in volume 

overlap and volume difference using single-detector CT 

images.  

In the publication [35], a level-set formulation-based 

segmentation technique was used with a traditional 

segmentation approach to estimate the active dense 

displacement field. The results of the investigation 

demonstrated that the proposed technique performed more 

accurately than the separate procedures of segmentation 

and registration. Based on a common shape model for lung 

nodules, the research in [36] presented a novel technique 

for segmenting lung nodules on CT images. One 

advantage of the recommended approach is that it is not 

dependent on the location or kind of nodules. A parameter-

free segmentation technique was presented in [37] to focus 

on juxta pleural nodules, using a related idea to improve 

the precision of lung nodule identification. Using 403 

juxta pleural nodules from the Lung Imaging Database 

Consortium (LIDC), the research showed a 92.6% re-
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inclusion rate. Additionally, an automatic lung 

segmentation method and a hybrid geometric active 

contour model were created [38]. In regions with thin 

bands or indistinct boundaries, the method performs better 

when global region and edge information is used. The 

segmentation approach described in reference [39] begins 

with a sphere within the target lung and gradually deforms 

the lung as forces are applied to its boundaries. The 

algorithm's effectiveness was shown by the 40 CT scans' 

average F-measure of 99.22%. 

Researchers have spent the past decade 

examining the robustness of CNNs for computer vision 

tasks. Several methods have been proposed using CNN for 

analyzing medical images and processing natural images. 

Numerous methods have been proposed for lung cancer 

diagnosis, using artificial intelligence and CT scans. In 

[40], a three-dimensional CNN with three modules was 

created to detect and classify lung nodes as an illustration. 

An analogous artificial neural network (ANN) was used in 

the endeavor to detect lung cancer with an accuracy rate 

of 96.67% [41]. Additionally, the research revealed that 

the Instantaneously Trained Neural Networks (DITNN) 

approach combined with the Improved Profuse Clustering 

Technique (IPCT) improved lung image quality and raised 

the accuracy of lung cancer diagnosis to 98.42%. 

According to the research cited in [42], lung nodule 

detection and classification may be accomplished with 

accuracies of 0.909 and 0.872, respectively, by using a 

double convolutional deep neural network (CDNN) and a 

conventional CDNN. A CAD system developed by the 

authors [43] was able to identify nodules with excellent 

accuracy and minimal false positive and negative 

detection rates. This strategy is distinct. Using lung 

pictures rather than random initialization, the inception-v3 

transfer learning strategy produced a sensitivity rate of 

95.41% for the deep model in reference [44]. A unique 

patch-based learning system was described in [45] to 

diagnose lung cancer with a sensitivity rate of 80.06% and 

94%, respectively, with 4.7 false positives per scan and 

15.1 false positives per scan.  

The study in [46] presented DenseBTNet, a 

parameter-efficient dense convolutional binary-tree 

network for multi-scale feature extraction. Li et al. 

highlighted the significance of early detection in lowering 

lung cancer death rates in their research study [47]. They 

introduced the DL-CAD system, which classifies lung 

nodules less than 3 mm and predicts whether they will 

become malignant. This method uses DL. The sensitivity 

of the system was assessed using the NLST and LIDC-

IDRI datasets, producing an accuracy rate of 86.2%. [48] 

reported the publication of a novel 3D residual 

convolutional neural network designed to minimize false 

positives in CT scans for automated lung nodule 

identification. The network is comparable to earlier 

techniques. Their 27-layer network achieved a 98.3% 

sensitivity rate using the LUNA-16 dataset. Contextual 

data was extracted at many levels using a spatial pooling 

and cropping (SPC) layer.  

For the automated classification of lung cancer, a unique 

Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) with 

convolutional, fully connected, and pooling layers has 

been presented in [49]. With just 76 cancer cases available 

for training, the DCNN's classification accuracy was only 

71%. The research in [50] also suggested a 3D 

convolutional neural network for computer-assisted lung 

nodule diagnosis from volumetric CT data. Their model, 

which comprises of many groups of 3D convolutional 

layers, fully connected layers, max-pooling layers, and 

softmax layers, was tested using the LUNA16 dataset. 

Their findings suggest that the use of 3D CNNs might 

improve detection accuracy (94.4% SNR). Using DL 

algorithms and CT scans, two studies [51] estimated the 

survival rate of lung adenocarcinoma, the existence of 

EGFR mutation, and its subtype classification. A 

comprehensive evaluation of several studies focused on 

the use of DL methods for the segmentation and 

classification of lung nodules on CT scans was conducted 

[52].  

Rather of using a high-dose method, the research team in 

[53] built a whole lung cancer detection system from the 

ground up using low-dose chest CT scans and a three-

dimensional deep learning model. Furthermore, the 

researchers [54] used DL algorithms in combination with 

mobile low-dose CT scans to detect lung cancer in 

resource-poor settings. The research [55] looks closely at 

the application of DL methods for finding and identifying 

lung nodules in CT scans. Likewise, the model described 

in [56] is used to non-small-cell lung cancer to predict the 

EGFR mutation and the expression status of PD-L1. This 

is done by CT scans. 

In the research [57], lung CT image segmentation 

was achieved by the application of deep neural networks 

and the classification technique. According to the author, 

a DL model trained on CT scan data achieved 96.3% 

accuracy in lung cancer diagnosis. The effort has produced 

[58] qualitative research that examines the diagnostic 

efficacy and precision of DL models for chest radiography 

in clinical settings, and it also examines the use of CT 

scans in the diagnosis of lung cancer. The study [59] 

demonstrated a DL method with a sensitivity of 93.55% 
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and a specificity of 91.5% for diagnosing lung cancer. The 

model developed in [60] assessed the effectiveness of 

immune checkpoint drugs and applied DL on CT scans to 

estimate PD-L1 levels in non-small cell lung cancer, with 

a focus on a case with less nodules. The research [61] 

demonstrated a DL method to automatically extract 

information on the stage of lung cancer from CT data, with 

an F1 score of 0.848. The authors of [62] who suggested a 

ML approach to detect benign, pre-invasive, and invasive 

lung nodules on CT scans, demonstrated the effectiveness 

of a DL-powered CAD system in identifying nodules on 

1-mm-thick CT images. Furthermore, the publication [63] 

suggested a DL model for lung cancer prediction with an 

accuracy rate of 87.63%. The work in [64] suggests six DL 

models (CNN, CNN GD, Inception V3, Resnet-50, VGG-

16, and VGG-19) for the use of CT scans and histology 

pictures in the diagnosis of lung cancer. In comparison to 

other algorithms, CNN GD performs better in terms of 

accuracy, F-Score, precision, sensitivity, and specificity. It 

attains 97.86% accuracy, 96.39% sensitivity, 96.79% 

specificity, and 97.40% sensitivity on an individual basis.  

By utilizing 3DCNN and RNN, the authors in 

[65] offer a distinct approach for precisely detecting 

malignant lung nodules with a 95% accuracy rate. To 

enhance efficiency even more, upcoming enhancements 

could involve implementing cascading classifiers and 

utilizing big-data analytics. A CNN-based model for prior 

lung cancer diagnosis using CT scan imaging is presented 

in the study [66]. The model can distinguish between 

benign, malignant, and typical instances. For lung cancer 

survival rates to increase and treatment programs to start 

on time, early diagnosis is crucial. The model achieves an 

amazing accuracy rate of 99.45% while effectively 

reducing false positives. It was also suggested that 

radionics and DL be used in tandem to detect and cure lung 

cancer [67]. The authors provide an example of how 

radiomics might be used to improve cancer diagnosis and 

prognosis by extracting quantitative data from medical 

imaging. After that, DL algorithms may examine the data.  

Research on the application of DL to low-dose 

computed tomography (CT) image analysis—which is 

often used for lung cancer screening—is presented in [68]. 

This technique predicts the risk of cardiovascular disease. 

The researchers developed a DL model using data from 

lung CT scans to forecast the probability of cardiovascular 

disease based on a comprehensive and diverse set of 

cardiovascular risk factors. By using DL and hybrid dense 

clustering to facilitate quick neural network training, the 

technique published in [69] offered a more efficient way 

to identify lung cancer from CT data. The efficacy of the 

authors' approach in identifying lung nodules was assessed 

in comparison to other techniques for diagnosing lung 

cancer. A novel deep convolutional neural network (CNN) 

for 3D CT scan lung nodule detection is reported in 

reference number [70]. To demonstrate the CNN model's 

efficacy in identifying and classifying lung nodules, the 

researchers subjected it to a large set of CT images. In the 

research, an electronic nasal system based on weighted 

discriminative extreme learning machine was suggested 

for the detection of lung cancer [71]. They used an 

electronic nasal device to analyze breath samples from 

lung cancer patients and healthy controls and were able to 

distinguish between the two groups with accuracy. The 

author's 3D lung cancer detection method [72] utilizes 

multimodality attention guidance and 18 F-FDG PET/CT 

images.  

C. Lung Cancer Diagnosis from Sequencing Data 

Although it is recommended for high-risk individuals to 

undergo regular medical imaging tests, the high 

occurrence of false positives has made it difficult to put 

this into practice [73] effectively. New approaches to early 

detection of lung cancer are desperately needed. Advanced 

sequencing technology makes it possible to use a variety 

of techniques for lung cancer early detection. While 

waiting for the best course of action, accurately 

categorizing various forms of lung cancer is essential. 

Cancer cells are known to exhibit a wide range of genetic 

variants, and accumulating these differences may reveal 

the mutational patterns seen in many cancer types [74]. 

Because of this, current research has focused on obtaining 

improved genetic markers as input characteristics to 

improve the accuracy of their ML algorithms.  

Liquid biopsy based on blood is thought to be a 

trustworthy technique for early diagnosis. To investigate 

possible circulating tumor markers, the research makes 

use of exosomes, methylation, circulating tumor cells 

(CTCs), microRNA (miRNA), cell-free DNA (cfDNA) 

fragments, circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), and 

methylation. Cell-free DNA (cfDNA) fragments [75], 

circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), microRNA (miRNA), 

methylation, exosomes, and circulating tumor cells 

(CTCs) are thought to be a valid approach for investigating 

putative circulating tumor indicators. These liquid biopsy 

signals have been combined with the help of many 

discriminative models (SVM, RF, and LR) to accurately 

diagnose tumors with a high detection rate. Somatic 

mutations, such as single-base variations (SNVs), 

insertions, and deletions, often exhibit distinct cancer-type 

patterns that help classify various lung cancer subtypes 

[76]. Therefore, research has used somatic mutations as 

input characteristics to create classifiers that can 

distinguish between LUAD and LUSC [77]. Numerous 

mutations, particularly driver mutations, may alter the 

levels of gene expression, affecting how well the genes 

work and interfering with cellular signaling pathways.  

Therefore, the levels of specific proteins differ across 

various types of cancer [78]. ML models can categorize 
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patient malignancy and subtypes (LUAD or LUSC) by 

analyzing the unique expression patterns of each cancer 

type using RNA sequencing data [79]. Likewise, it has 

been noted that cancer cells frequently exhibit copy 

number variation (CNV), which is closely linked to 

changes in gene expression [80]. Due to this reason, CNVs 

could also be utilized in studies on lung cancer to teach 

machine-learning algorithms for classifying cancer types 

[81]. Daemen et al. [82] proposed a recurrent hidden 

Markov model (HMM) that accurately classifies wide 

chromosomal regions with varying copy numbers. 

Jurmeister et al. [83] utilized DNA methylation patterns as 

input features to differentiate primary lung cancer from 

metastasis in malignant nodules. If all genes generated 

were utilized as input features directly, there is a risk of 

overfitting [84]. To enhance their machine-learning 

models, many researchers chose multiple cancer-related 

genes through different computational methods. The 

models related to sequential data-based lung cancer 

diagnosis are evaluated from 2016 to 2023 and are listed 

in Table 2. 

TABLE II. Models Comparison using Sequential Data for 
Lung Cancer Diagnosis 

Year & Ref Model & 

Datatype 

Pros Cons 

2016  [85] KNN; NB 
normal 

distribution 

of attributes. 
SVM; C4.5 

DT& 

RNA-seq 

Evaluates 
several lung 

cancer subtype 

classification 
methods across 

various 

datasets. 

Reduced 
overfitting may 

be achieved by 

using feature 
selection 

techniques. 

2019 [83] NN; SVM; 
RF& 

DNA 

methylation 

Forecasting 
tumor 

metastasis 

using DNA 
methylation 

data. 

Samples with 
poor tumor 

cellularity 

cannot be 
reliably 

predicted by the 
model using 

methylation 

data. 

[86] LR& 
ctDNA 

Creates a ML 
framework 

employing 

DNA 
methylation 

indicators to 

identify lung 
tumors early.  

As there are 
only nine 

methylation 

indicators in the 
specified 

characteristics, 

the assay's 
performance is 

limited. 

2020 [87] Ensemble 
model based 

on elastic net 

LR; 
SVM; 

hierarchical 

LR& 
RNA-seq of 

bronchial 

brushing 
samples 

Increases risk 
prediction 

accuracy. 

Small sample 
numbers in 

certain 

subgroups 
might lead to 

uneven training. 

[77] Diet 
Networks 

with EIS 

Somatic 
mutation 

Aids in 
maintaining 

stability in Diet 

Networks' 
training 

procedure. 

Depending on 
the dataset, 

interpretable 

hidden 
meanings from 

EIS may be 

produced. 

2021 [88] LR model 

with a 

LASSO 

penalty& 

cfDNA 

fragment 

Offers a 

framework for 

integrating 

additional 

indicators with 

cfDNA 
fragmentation 

characteristics 

to diagnose 
lung cancer. 

DNA variants 

may impact the 

identification of 

cfDNA in late-

stage diseases. 

 

3. DISCUSSIONS ON DATASET AVAILABILITY FOR 

LUNG CANCER DIAGNOSIS 

Many datasets were incorporated into the lung cancer 

diagnosis to evaluate how well DL methods work. 

Included in the research are the following datasets: 

i. Lung Image Database (LID): Utilized for 

developing and validating computer-aided 

detection systems for lung cancer [89]. 

ii. LIDC-IDRI dataset: Utilized in lung cancer 

studies related to identifying and classifying 

nodules [89]. 

iii. CT Lung Datasets: Research on nodule 

identification in lung-specific image examination 

[89]. 

iv. National Lung Screening Trial dataset: DL 

models are evaluated in detecting early lung 

cancer [90]. 

v. Dataset on immunotherapy: Utilized DL 

methods, the relationship between lung cancer 

and responses to immunotherapy is explored 

[91]. 

vi. PD-L1 expression dataset: DL has been 

investigated lung cancer patients via experiments 

[92]. 

vii. Tianchi AI dataset: Utilized to develop and 

evaluate DL techniques for detecting lung cancer 

[93]. 

viii. ImageNet: Transfer learning techniques have 

been applied for the detection of lung cancer [93]. 

ix. Cancer Imaging Archive (CIA) Dataset: To 

develop and evaluate DL models for lung cancer 

detection. [94]. 

DL models may be made accurate and broadly 

applicable, however there are possibilities and obstacles 

due to the diversity of lung cancer cases, dataset size, 

imaging methodologies, and annotation correctness. 
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4. SHORTCOMINGS IN EXISTING MODELS 

Preparation before applying DL models to CT 

scans for lung cancer detection and diagnosis brings 

several challenges, especially with varied datasets. These 

limitations could affect the accuracy and reliability of the 

segmentation and classification tasks. Highlighted are a 

few of the main shortcomings: 

Variations in imaging techniques and equipment 

can lead to significant differences in the quality, thickness 

of slices, contrast, and noise levels of CT scans for lung 

cancer. Pre-processing techniques face difficulties due to 

the variability, requiring them to handle these variations to 

ensure trustworthy outcomes efficiently. Failure to 

account for data variability can lead to poor performance 

and limited generalizability of the DL model. 

Artifacts like metal, beam hardening, and motion 

in CT scan images can lower the quality of the image. Pre-

processing methods might face challenges in effectively 

capturing characteristics and details because of the 

variations and alterations introduced by these anomalies 

within the dataset. Effective methods for identifying and 

fixing artifacts are essential for minimizing their impact on 

future classification tasks. 

To train DL models for lung cancer diagnosis and 

detection, a substantial quantity of labeled data is often 

required. However, obtaining accurate annotations for CT 

images may be difficult and time-consuming, especially 

when dealing with intricate segmentation tasks. 

Inadequate labeled data might make it more difficult to 

evaluate and improve DL models, which would lead to 

worse performance and less generalizability. Furthermore, 

if multiple datasets are marked up using different criteria 

and procedures, biases and inconsistencies may appear 

during the training phase. Convolutional neural networks 

(CNNs) in DL models may be computationally expensive. 

DL models need an extensive quantity of processing 

power for both training and inference. 

 

DL models must be able to generalize over a 

range of populations and imaging scenarios, which means 

that preparation strategies need to consider possible biases 

and limits related to specific datasets. It is vital to use 

efficient algorithmic strategies, collaborate across 

institutions, and thoroughly assess the dataset's features to 

get beyond these pre-processing constraints. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This study examines the various lung cancer diagnostic 

algorithms with varying medical data inputs and identifies 

their shortcomings. The authors stress the need for 

additional lung image data from different types of 

imaging, such as MRI and ultrasound imaging, as well as 

the necessity to disclose private information to enable 

comparison and joint investigation. The research aims to 

create a model for the detection of lung cancer that can 

distinguish between small malignant tumors and early 

benign nodules, which would greatly improve the 

accuracy of diagnosis and therapy.  

Additionally, it is recommended that relevant 

patient data, including genetic reports and medical history, 

be linked with deep features extracted from lung scan 

image to improve the efficacy of automated tumor 

diagnosis. This comprehensive approach may result in a 

more accurate diagnosis of the ailment. To enhance image 

quality, the authors suggest using a range of pre-

processing methods including filters. Grayscale images 

may be enhanced by using harmony search and edge-

preserving algorithms. These methods provide more 

accurate diagnostic results and better image analysis. The 

authors' effective recommendation for remote lung cancer 

detection justifies their further recommendation to look 

into the use of AI technology for ML-based lung cancer 

diagnosis. 

Future research on early lung cancer detection that 

supports better patient treatment is suggested below. 

i. To improve the precision and uniformity of lung 

cancer diagnosis and concentrate on developing 

standardized pre-processing approaches that use 

DL methods and account for the variety of CT 

scans.  

ii. The research may also include the following 

areas: segmentation, integration, early detection, 

standardization, feature extraction, and picture 

quality improvement. 

iii. By concentrating on these problems, researchers 

may be able to improve the accuracy, efficacy, 

and reliability of lung cancer detection, which 

would eventually benefit people everywhere. 
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